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Chapter 6
  TABLE 6.1  Tensile strength tests results for Kraft Liner and Natron Kraft paper, own resources




















































































































































































































 26 Paper in architecture
  FIGURE 7.48  e12 for thirteen individuals, own resources
  FIGURE 7.49  e8 for eight individuals, own resources
  FIGURE 7.50  e12 for thirteen individuals, own resources
  FIGURE 7.51  e10  for 10 people, 2 families, plan view, own resources
  FIGURE 7.52  e3 exploded geometry, own resources 












































































 28 Paper in architecture
What is paper and to what extent can it be used in architecture? 






























































 30 Paper in architecture
Wat is papier en tot op welke hoogte kan het in architectuur worden gebruikt? 

































































 32 Paper in architecture
Niniejsza praca, której celem było zbadanie możliwości zastosowania papieru w 
architekturze oparta została o dwa główne pytania badawcze:
Czym jest papier i w jakim zakresie może zostać zastosowany w architekturze ?






































































































His Master’s thesis and project, entitled Architecture of the Excluded: Structure of 















































































































§  1.4 Research questions
This thesis asks two primary questions:
1 What is paper and to what extent can it be used in architecture? 






The sub-questions associated with primary question no. 1 are:
 – What is paper, a material known to mankind since 105 AD?  
This question is answered in Chapter 2. 
 – What properties does paper have that make it a usable building material?  
This question is answered Chapter 2. 
 – Which paper mass-produced products are suitable for use in architectural structures? 
This question is answered in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.
 – In which fields of design and architecture can paper be used as a building and 
structural material? 
This question is answered in Chapters 3 and 4.
 – To what extent can paper elements be used in architecture with regard to structural 
system, connections between the elements, connections to the ground and 
impregnation?  
This question will be answered in Chapters 3, 4, 6 and 7.
The sub-questions associated with primary research question no. 2 are:
 – What is emergency architecture in the context of contemporary humanitarian 
disasters?  
This question is answered in Chapter 5.
 – To what extent can paper be used as a building material for emergency shelters?
This question is answered in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
 – What kinds of paper products mass-produced by the paper industry are most suitable 
for use in easy-to-produce, easy-to-transport, low-cost and eco-friendly emergency 
shelters?
This question is answered in Chapter 7.
 – Are building elements and components made out of paper environmentally friendly?
This question is answered in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 5: Emergency and relief architecture. Motivation 
























































A tree is a slow explosion of a seed
Bruno Munari, ‘Drawing a tree’ [1]

































improving people’s lives and conserving our natural resources in a world that is growing 
in population, with ever-increasing demands for food, water, shelter, sanitation, energy, 












 – Paper is a generic term for a range of materials in the form of a coherent sheet or web. 
In the generic sense, the term of “paper” may be used to describe both paper and board. 
The primary distinction between paper and board is normally based upon thickness or 
grammage.
 – Paperboard (also board) is a generic term applied to certain types of paper frequently 
characterized by their relatively high rigidity
TOC
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 – Carton board (also folding boxboard) is board intended for manufacture of cartons 
having good scoring and folding properties
 – Chipboard is a board commonly of low grade, made on a continuous machine from a 
waste paper
 – Corrugated fiberboard is a board consisting of one or more sheets of fluted paper glued 
to a flat sheet of board or between several sheets
 – Solid board is a board comprising a single furnish layer (layer of paper or board 
consisting of one or several plies of the same composition)
 – Solid fiberboard is a board which may be pasted (layered) or unpasted often 
incorporating a lining of Kraft or other strong furnish intended and suitable for the 




Christopher Biermann in his immense work entiteled Handbook of pulping and 
papermaking (1996) describes paper as: pliable material used for writing, packaging, 
and a variety of specialized purposes. Paper consist of a web of pulp (normally from 
wood or other vegetable fiber), usually formed from an aqueous slurry on a wire or 
screen, and held together by hydrogen bonding. Paper may also contain a variety of 






Industry) in the Pulp and Paper Industry Definitions and Concepts document informs 
readers that The paper and paperboard category is an aggregate category. In the 
production and trade statistics, it represents the sum of graphic papers; sanitary and 
household papers; packaging materials and other paper and paperboard. It excludes 
manufactured paper products such as boxes, cartons, books and magazines, etc. [11] 
In her PhD dissertation entitled Cardboard in Architectural Technology and Structural 
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 – Paper is a material with a grammage lower than or equal to 225 g/m2 

















































































FIGURE 2.4  Papyrus FIGURE 2.5  Amate
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(tame – zuki technique) 









FIGURE 2.13  Placing the Washi paper sheets on the stock FIGURE 2.14  Small pagodas and 
Dharani


































































































































































































































































































THE TYPE AND 
SPECIES OF 
TREE
DIMENSION OF THE CELLS SLENDERNESS 
RATIO
STIFFNESS 
INDEXlength (mm) Width (µm) Thickness of 
the wall (µm)
Softwood (coniferous)
pine 3,3 37 4,5 90 0,3
spruce 3,2 32 4 100 0,3
fir 3,1 36 4 90 0,3
Hardwood (deciduous)
birch-tree 1,1 22 4,5 50 0,7
poplar 1,2 24 4 50 0,5
beech 1,0 20 5,5 50 1,2



































TYPE OF WOOD CELLULOSE HEMICELLULOSE LIGNIN EXTRACTIVES MINERALS
%
Softwood 42 27 28 1 – 5 0,5 – 1
Hardwood 44 33 20 – 22 2 – 4 0,5 – 1
TABLE 2.2  Chemical composition of hard- and softwood 
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§  2.4.6 Cellulose
Cellulose is the main structural fibre of the plant kingdom. In the words of Klemm et al. 
(2005), cellulose is the most common organic polymer and is considered as an almost 
inexhaustible source of raw material for the increasing demand for environmentally 





















FIGURE 2.27  Cellulose fiber and microfibrils  FIGURE 2.28  Cellulose fiber 
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 74 Paper in architecture
FIGURE 2.29   Paper production scheme















































content in the pulp.
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Concrete C20/25 29 20 2.2 24 1.9 downcycling
Steel Fe E235 210 360 360 78.5 25 recycling
Glass (EN 572-1) 
Float glass
70-75 700-900 30-90 24 13.7 recycling
Polyethylene 0.6-0.9 20-30 20-45 9.5 80.9 recycling
ANISOTROPIC  ║  ├  ║  ├  ║  ├
softwood 8.5-11 0.6-0.9 35-45 3-9 30-80 3-4 4.5-6 4.7 recycling
Paper 2-20 0.5-10 5-10 2-5 15-45 5-20 6-9 5-20 recycling
Solidboard 3.5 1.6 8.0 5.6 27.1 13.5 6.9 9.4 recycling
║   wood in grain direction, paper – machine direction
├   wood in perpendicular to grain direction, paper – cross-machine direction
TABLE 2.3  Comparison of the properties of paper and traditional building materials
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 – Kraft wrapping paper or bags, made of bleached or unbleached softwood paper 
subjected to a Kraft treatment.
 – Cast-coated paper – very glossy paper used for wrapping materials, carbon paper, wax-
base paper and special types of paper.
 – Special paper made for special purposes, which may include packaging, manufacturing 
or printing, or electrically conductive paper, cigarette paper or greaseproof paper.










 – Newsprint paper – characterised by a short lifespan, low costs and a high percentage of 
mechanical pulp. Newsprint paper tends to be between 40 and 64 g/m2.
 – Bond paper – used for high-quality printing or writing paper.
 – Fine paper – high-quality and smooth paper used for both writing and printing.
 – Tissue – soft and absorbent paper. Can be sub-divided into three categories: sanitary 
tissues, wrapping tissue and tracing tissue.








 – Corrugating medium – made from unbleached semi-chemical pulp. Must have a high 
degree of stiffness and be crush-resistant. 
 – Construction board – a thick board used in the building industry, e.g. as an insulation 
board.




 – Graphic paper
 – Packaging paper
 – Sanitary paper
 – Other types of paper and board
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 – Paper tubes
 – Corrugated cardboard
 – Honeycomb panels
 – L- and U-shapes


























FIGURE 2.35  Paperboard FIGURE 2.36  24 layer solidboard tested for bending














































































































































































Library of Poet outer Ø 100,  
inner Ø 75 mm
- 10,12 1.82 - -
Paper House outer Ø 280,  
inner Ø 250 mm,  
length 600 mm
8,8 11,17 2.36 16,82 2,17
Paper Dome outer Ø 291,  
inner Ø 250 mm,  
length 600 mm
10,0 9,74 2.07 14,9 2,11
Japan Pavilion outer Ø 120,  
inner Ø 76 mm, 
length 240 mm











































































TYPE HEIGHT [MM] PITCH [MM] TAKE-UP FACTOR
K ≥ 5.0 ≥ 5.0
A 4.0-4.9 8.0-9.5 ≈ 1.5
C 3.1-3.9 6.8-7.9 ≈ 1.45
B 2.2-3.0 5.5-6.5 ≈ 1.4
D 1.9-2.1 3.8-4.8 ≈ 1.5
E 1.0-1.8 3.0-3.5 ≈ 1.25
F 0.6-0.9 1.9-2.6 ≈ 1.25
G ≤ 0.55 ≤ 1.8 ≈ 1.25
TABLE 2.5  Types of corrugated cardboard
single wall C flute




































































Roll of paper Lamination of 
sheets
Unexpanded block Slice Honeycomb core
FIGURE 2.48  Honeycomb core traditional production method
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FIGURE 2.52  'Paper brick'furniture FIGURE 2.53  Structure of the 'Paper brick'





























































































































































































































































The whisper of paper is deep 
and when our feelings are intensive, 
that voice cannot be heard.
Mitsuhiro Ban, 'Handbook on the Art of Washi' [1]
































 – Furniture, interior design, industrial design, arts and crafts and products for everyday 
use. Generally these products can only be used for about five years.
 – Exhibition pavilions, scenography, objects for temporary events such as trade fairs, 
exhibitions, major sporting events, etc. Such structures are built for temporary use of 
up to one year. 
 – Houses and buildings used by private clients. The lifespan of such buildings is 
estimated to be between twenty years and fifty years. 
 – Public buildings such as schools, universities, sport clubs and galleries. Such structures 
are built to last for twenty years or permanently.
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The time required for research and development, design, production and 
implementation varies depending on the complexity and size of the project.
§  3.3 Furniture, interior and industrial design, arts and 































































































































































































FIGURE 3.19  Lounge  L FIGURE 3.20  Kart®on chair
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in which people can seat or lie.
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FIGURE 3.23  Work&Roll FIGURE 3.24  Work&Roll – detail
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 – Stacking system – which can be sub-divided into two types of systems: load-bearing 
(sand-lime blocks) and not load-bearing (i.e., aerated concrete). The alternative 
TOC



















































































Thickness 150mm 150mm 150mm 120mm 150mm 80mm
Weight 12-20 kg 220  kg 85-130 kg 195-225 kg 50-90 kg 70-90 kg
Acoustic  
insulation (Rw)
45 dB 46 dB 36 dB 50-56 dB 55 dB 38-45 dB
U-value 
(m2K/W)
0.8 – 0.5 5.13 2.53 2.13 0.60-0.35 2.34-2.97
Fire resistance 
(minutes)
30 120 120 180 30-120 30-60








































































































































































building, a shelter for poetic feelings. It is also the “House of Emptiness,” for it is free of 
all ornament, except for what little is necessary to satisfy the aesthetic aspiration of the 
moment. Finally, it is the “House of Asymmetry” in that it is destined for the cult of the 
incomplete, and some small detail is always left unfinished, so that it may be completed 
by the play of the imagination. The estimated cost of the house was £40,000-60,000. 
[30, 31]
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FIGURE 3.58  Public Farm One, WORK AC,  2008 FIGURE 3.59  Public Farm One, 
view from above, WORK AC,  2008
In the words of its designers, the structure of Public Farm 1 was Channeling the last 
utopian architectural projects about the City that examined its potential, represented 
its promises of liberation, and captured its pleasures — from Superstudio’s Continuous 
Monument to Koolhaas’s Exodus — Public Farm 1 (P.F.1) is an architectural and urban 















































Bauman said (2003): In the transgressive imagination of ‘liquid modernity’ the place 






































Immigrants into EU Member States in 2013 were, on average, much younger than 
the population already resident in their country of destination. On 1 January 2014, 
the median age of the EU-28 population was 42 years. By contrast, the median age of 
























dissertation entitled Strengthened Corrugated Paper Honeycomb for Application in 
Structural Elements by Almut Pohl). [46]
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high comfort of living and low energy demand), houses have an energy consumption 
which is 70% to 85% lower than the consumption of traditional houses built prior to 





















 – Unconventionally short lifespan (ten to fifteen years)





 – Consumer preferences in new dwellings (independent categories and CATSE-related).
 – Negative experiences with new dwellings.






























































































































 156 Paper in architecture
conducted for almost every building. Therefore, it is common for revolutionary and 
innovative designs to be at least twice as expensive as traditional solutions.
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FIGURE 4.28  View of the inside of the theatre, 1992 FIGURE 4.29  Detail showing how the members were 
connected to the ground, 1992
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4.71). In the words of  Mick Eekhout this was an essential pre-stressing concept for the 
cardboard tubes, invented by Luis Weber of Octatube Engineering, which has been used 
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FIGURE 4.83  Hualin Primary School – roof structure, 2013 FIGURE 4.84  Hualin Primary 
School – 1:1 scale mock-up, roof 
structure, 2013
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FIGURE 4.88  Ring Pass Field 
Hockey Club, Tuball – connection 
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4.137). FLAT CRUSH CONTROL
Norm
XP ISO 11093-9














































FIGURE 4.144  Visitors: Maria and Filip, 2015 FIGURE 4.145  Detail of the 
exhibition boards, 2015
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§  4.4.2 Structural systems
There are three different structural systems with which cardboard architectural 
elements can be realised [30]: rod systems, panel/plate systems and shell systems.













f  Space frames – a structural rod system, truss-like structures in which paper 
tubes are composed in a geometric 3D pattern (Ring Pass Field Hockey Club).







c Two-dimensional shell (Wikkel House)
d  Three-dimensional grid shells (Japanese Pavilion for Expo 2000).
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I tell you the truth, when you refused to help the least of these my brothers and sisters, 
you were refusing to help me
Gospel of Matthew (25:45) [1]
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 – A refugee is a person who as a result of events owing to well-founded fear of being 
persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social 
group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, 
owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, 
not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence 





 – Internally displaced persons (IDP) are people or groups of people who have been forced 
to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in 
order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations 
of human rights, or natural or man-made disasters, and who have not crossed an 
international border. For the purposes of UNHCR’s statistics, this population includes 
only conflict-generated IDPs to whom the Office extends protection and/or assistance. 
The IDP population also includes people in an IDP-like situation. [2]
 – Asylum seekers (with ‘pending cases’) are individuals who have sought international 
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§  5.2.2 Victims of natural disasters
In addition to the most significant refugee crisis since the end of World War II, there are 
millions of people who have fallen victim to natural disasters. 
As the authors of the World Disaster Report 2016 stated, the best actions are people-
























































































‘Homelessness is a situation regarding people or families, who at a certain point of time 
do not have and cannot provide themselves with a shelter they might consider their 
TOC
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Note: ‘Short stay’ is defined as ‘normally less than one year’; ‘long stay’ is defined as ‘more than one year’.
This definition is compatible with Census definitions as recommended by the UNECE/EUROSTAT report (2006)
TABLE 5.1  ETHOS typology of homelessness
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 – Planned/managed camp
 – Self-settled camp
 – Collective centre
 – Reception transit camps











NO. OF REFUGEES DISTRIBUTION (%) % URBAN % WOMEN % CHILDREN
2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016
Planned/ 
managed camps
3,512,500 3,390,900 4,011,000 29.3 25.4 28.6 7.0 1.4 3.3 50.5 51.4 51.4 55.7 57.6 58.6
Self-settled 
camps
487,500 518,600 525,200 4.1 3.9 3.7 0.4 7.6 7.2 52.9 53.3 52.4 56.3 57.1 56.5




7,578,400 8,99,200 8,877,100 63.2 67.0 63.3 87.3 87.8 87.8 47.9 47.5 48.3 47.0 48.2 49.2
Reception/  
transit camp
111,700 197,600 8,877,100 0.9 1.5 2.0 15.1 10.7 9.6 51.5 51.3 62.5 51.0 54.3 35.7
Sub-total 11,992,100 13,358,200 14,015,200 100 100 100
Unknown 3,393,200 2,763,200 3,172,200
Grand total 14,385,300 16,121,400 17,187,500
TABLE 5.2  Accommodation of refugees 2014-2016
In general, accommodation in emergency situations comes in the following forms:
 – Dispersed settlements or host families
 – Mass shelters



































































 – Size of the site – the recommended minimum area of the camp is 45m2 per person. 
























































MODULE CONSISTING OF APPROX. NUMBER OF PERSONS
1 family  1 family 4 -10 persons
1 community 16 families 80- 100 persons
1 block 16 communities 1,250 persons
1 sector 4 blocks 5,000 persons
1 site (camp module) 4 sectors 20,000 persons
TABLE 5.3  Modules of the camp
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1 WATER TAP PER 1 COMMUNITY  
(80-100 PERSONS)
1 latrine Per 1 family (4-10 persons)
1 health centre Per 1 site (20,000 persons)
1 referral hospital Per 10 sites (200,000 persons)
1 school Per 1 sector (5,000 persons)
4 distribution points Per 1 site (20,000 persons)
1 market Per 1 site (20,000 persons )
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FIGURE 5.8  Types of emergency camps


































































































of the world’s leading authorities on humanitarian aid, says: In the Middle East, we 
were building camps: storage facilities for people. But the refugees were building a city. 
These are the cities of tomorrow. The average stay today in a camp is 17 years. That's a 






Basically, the bare camps are not performing as emergency camps anymore, but more as 
cities. When time passes by – for instance, one to two years – people try to pick up their 
lives again and try to survive the poor conditions with the use of their occupation. Let’s 
say, one of the refugees was in “his previous life” a barber in the city centre of Singal, 
after his settlement in the camp he becomes conscious of his stay. He will not return in 
the coming weeks, but probably after six months, a year or two. Therefore the formal 
barber would like to establish a barbershop in the camp to enhance the conditions for 
his family. However, the camp has not been designed to embrace such an idea and if the 
camp has attempted to define a main street with little shops, this particular individual 
does not live in that area. Nevertheless, he erects the shop next to his shelter. With 
more people in the same circumstance, the shops and services are shattered within the 


































































































WATER POINTS (toilets, showers, cooking)
HOUSING
-
tail, camp management) 



























 – Emergency shelter – a place where survivors stay for a short period of time during the 
height of an emergency. This can be in a friend or relative’s house, public shelter or 
public place.
 – Temporary shelter – used for a stay that is expected to be short, ideally no more than a 
few weeks. The shelter may be a tent or a mass shelter shared by many people.































 – Emergency shelter – a short-term shelter that provides life-saving support, the most 
basic shelter that can be provided immediately after a disaster. 
 – Temporary shelter – a post-disaster household shelter designed as a rapid shelter 
solution. The lifetime of the shelter may be limited due to the fact that rapid and low-
cost construction must be prioritised.





















































































 – Minimum area of 3.5m2 per person in warm, tropical climates. This area does not 
include cooking spaces, which can be organised outside.



























































put it, giving love means that a man who attains this level will feel kindled, as never 





























































FIGURE 5.17  Paper Partition System no. 3  FIGURE 5.18  Paper Partition System no. 4
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tubes, Sri Lanka, 2008
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FIGURE 5.24  Paper Log House, Turkey, 2000 FIGURE 5.25  Paper Log House, India, 2001
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FIGURE 5.28  Training House – section
§  5.6.7 House for victims of earthquakes in the Pacific Ring 







































































































































































































































































Whatever you can imagine, you can also build!
Buckminster Fuller – motto of Bucky Lab course at TU Delft [1]
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§  6.2.1 Cardboard Pop-Up Dome
Type of structure: folded plate structure 
Realisation: January 2013 
Location: TU Delft 
Authors: Dwayne van Halewijn, Leon Zondervan 



















































































§  6.2.2 6.2.2. SCOLP (Structural Connection of Laminated Paperboard)
Type of structure: shell structure (geodesic dome) 
Realisation: January 2013 
Location: TU Delft 
Authors: Patricia Knaap, Bram Teeuwen 
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§  6.2.3 Curved-fold dome
Type of structure: Shell structure (geodesic dome) 
Realisation: January 2013 
Location: TU Delft 
Authors: Dennis IJsselstijn, Pedro Calle 






























































§  6.2.4 Auto-lock box dome
Type of structure: shell structure – dome 
Realisation: January 2013 
Location: TU Delft 
Authors: Hans Haagen, Xindroe Volmer 
























































§  6.2.5 Waffle Dome
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connecting the entrance portals to each other (see Fig. 6.38).






















































































































Every hole is determined
























































§  6.2.6 BYOH (Build Your Own Home)















































































stabilise it into position.
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§  6.2.7 The Umbrella Shelter
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shelter was unfolded, the ring was locked in position by a pin going through the central 
paper tube, in order to prevent it from sliding off the tube (see Fig. 6.65).































§  6.2.8 The HEX Shelter
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§  6.2.9 Wing Shelter





































































TENSILE STRENGTH [N] – PAPER TYPES




Parallel 820.6 455.6 444.9 573.7
Perpendicular 336.4 576.4 388.0 433.6
Natron Kraft Paper 
60g/m2
Parallel 1224 724.0 1154.6 1034.2
Perpendicular - - - -
TABLE 6.1  Tensile strength tests results for Kraft Liner and Natron Kraft paper
TENSILE STRENGTH [N] – WAVING PATTERNS
Waving patterns (20x20cm) Specimens Average
1 2 3 4
Plain 1x1 (2cm width) 409.1 450.9 489.2 383.4 433.2
Plain 1x1 (4cm with) 270.6 773.7 489.2 - 511.1
Twill 3x3 (2cm width) 726.395 - 596.0 663.6 662.0


































































§  6.2.10 The Profile: Select Your Needs



































































































FIGURE 6.98  Assembly sequence FIGURE 6.99  1:10 model of five sections
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§  6.2.11 Box shelter














































50 287,68 50 50 179,82144,82 50

























































































































§  6.2.12 Papyrus Hospital System
































CROSS SECTION LOW SIDE
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Corrugated board - 75 mm
Flatbar - 55 x 5 mm
U-profile frame column
74 x 55,5 mm
U-profile frame beam
85 x 55,5 mm
Double U-profile door
lintel - 85 x 61 mm
Wood profile - 50 x 30 mm
Corrugated board roof










Flatbar - 55 x 5 mm





85 x 55,5 mm
L-profile support
70 x 70 mm
Corrugated board roof
plate - 10 mm
Double U-profile crossed
beam - 85,5 x 61 mm
U-profile frame













Honeycomb layer - 20 mm
Corrugated layer - 20 mm





































































































































































㄀⸀ 猀愀渀搀眀椀挀栀 瀀愀渀攀氀㨀 㐀 洀洀 挀愀爀搀  
  戀漀愀爀搀   挀漀爀爀甀最愀琀攀搀 挀愀爀搀      
  戀漀愀爀搀Ⰰ 㘀　 洀洀  猀琀礀爀漀瀀漀爀Ⰰ 㐀    
  洀洀 挀漀漀爀甀最愀琀攀搀 挀愀爀搀 戀漀愀爀搀
㈀⸀ 㐀洀洀 挀愀爀搀戀漀愀爀搀 ˻愀瀀猀
㌀⸀ 爀攀椀渀昀漀爀挀洀攀渀琀 昀爀愀洀攀 㐀 洀洀    
  挀愀爀搀戀漀愀爀搀



























































FIGURE 6.146  The structural 
parts of the Outreach













































































































































































































































FLe2XARD the way to go ! [1]



















































































HOMELESS / FORCIBLY DISPLACED PEOPLE







public buildings emergency 
architecture

































































 – STANDARD PRODUCTS
Systematised standard products 
Standardised system products
 – SYSTEM PRODUCTS
Special system products 
Systematised special products

























































































































































































































































































§  7.3 TECH 01 - unbuilt
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Venturi effect No Venturi effect
Trombe radiation:
Delay of 6 hours
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FIGURE 7.25  Roof structure















FIGURE 7.26  Foundation and floor FIGURE 7.27  Cardboard T-beam












the situation on the site.
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COMPARISON Gummil  
Premium  
Liquid Rubber





Satin Ruwa Yacht 
Lacquer
Water-resistance ++ + ++ +++
Price + - - --
Quantity of material ++ + - -
Fire-resistance + - + +
Insects- or pets-resistance + + ++ ++
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FIGURE 7.34  TECH 02 prototype at Faculty of Architecture TU Delft, 
2015
FIGURE 7.35  View on the 
Trombe's wall panel
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FIGURE 7.54  E50 spatial layout for 50 people
FIGURE 7.55  E50 spatial layout for 50 people FIGURE 7.56  E500 spatial layout for 500 people
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  457  TECH. Transportable Emergency Cardboard House















































FIGURE 7.61  Wall panel FIGURE 7.62  Window frame 
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FIGURE 7.69  the House of Cards on campus of Faculty of Architecture, Wroclaw University of Science and 
Technology
FIGURE 7.70  the House of Cards at Solny Square FIGURE 7.71  Night view
































































































































O1 O2 O3 O4 T1 T2 T3 T4
S1 ++ 0 + ++ ++ 0 0 0
S2 0 0 ++ ++ + 0 0 0
S3 ++ 0 ++ + + + ++ 0
S4 ++ 0 0 ++ + 0 0 +
S5 ++ 0 0 ++ ++ + + ++
S6 + 0 + ++ ++ 0 0 ++
W1 + 0 0 + + ++ ++ ++
W2 ++ 0 0 ++ + ++ ++ +
W3 + 0 ++ + 0 + + +
W4 + 0 0 ++ ++ ++ + 0
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EMBODIED ENERGY MJ/KG EMBODIED CARBON – 
KG CO2E/KGMinimum Average Maximum
Paper 5.18 27.75 61.26
Paper, Cardboard 10.70 29.97 60.00
Predominately recycled 13.20 25.66 35.27
Virgin 35.50 35.50 -
Paperboard (general 
construction use)
10 24.80 39 1.29
General Clay Bricks 0.63 3.0 6.0 0.24
Lime 4 5.3 9.1 0.78
Steel 6 29.36 77
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PROJECT NAME WALL STRUCTURE (LAYERS) U-VALUE
Paper Log House [9] 100 mm diameter cardboard tubes, 4 mm 
thickness of the wall, length 2 m
2.13 W/m2 °C
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Brick wall, Swiss module Brick 200 mm 2.20 W/m2 °C
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§  8.6.7 7.5.8. Emissions
Construction activities and paper-making not only consume energy but also cause 
environmental pollution and emission of greenhouse gasses.


























Paper Log House simulation, location – Kobe, Japan
U values of the original project estimated using the project’s specifications and IES [2]:
 – U-value (walls)2.13 W/m2 °C
 – U-value (floor) 0.79 W/m2 °C






West Borough Cardboard School simulation, location – Westcliff on Sea, UK
U values of the original project estimated using the project’s specifications and IES [2]:
 – U-value (walls)  0.32 W/m2 °C
 – U-value (floor) 0.39 W/m2 °C




Cardboard dwelling in Brazil, location Sao Paulo
U values of the original project estimated using the project’s specifications and IES [2]:
 – U-value (walls)  0.53 W/m2 °C
 – U-value (floor) 2.31 W/m2 °C









































































































































§  9.2 Research questions
Primary research question no. 1

















Sub-question 1.1 – this question is answered in Chapter 2

































































Sub-question 1.2 – this question is answered mainly in Chapter 2













































































Sub-question 1.3 – this question is answered in Chapters 2, 3 and 4



















































Sub-question 1.4 – this question is answered mainly in Chapter 3
In which fields of design and architecture can paper be 





































































Sub-question 1.5 – this question is answered mainly in Chapters 3, 4, 6 and 7
To what extent can paper elements be used in architecture with 
regard to structural system, connections between the elements, 
























f  Space frames – a structural rod system, truss-like structures in which paper 
tubes are composed in a geometric 3D pattern (Ring Pass Field Hockey Club).







c Two-dimensional shell (Wikkel House)

















































Sub-question 2.1 – this question is answered mainly in Chapter 5


















































Sub-question 2.2 – this question is answered mainly in Chapters 6 and 7





























Sub-question 2.3 – this question is answered mainly in Chapter 7
What kinds of paper products mass-produced by the paper 
industry are most suitable for use in easy-to-produce, easy-to-

























































Sub-question 2.4 – this question is answered mainly in Chapter 8


































































































































































































































































































































































































Year of creationBlue ribbon
(personal involvement by
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rod structural system
panel or plate system
Icons that refer to structural systems
shell system
paper or paperboard
Icons that refer to the paper-based materials
paper tubes corrugated 
cardboard
honeycomb panels cardboard L-shapes or U-shapes
products for everyday use, furniture
partitions
interior pavilions and ehibitions
houses and buildings for privte clients
public buildings
emergency shelters
Background colours that refer to building functions
exterior pavilions unbuilt










0 - 5 2008 S
Cloth made out of
washi paper
Fig. 3.3 (p.118)








 unkn. 2013 S
Shoji and fusuma
Fig. 4.1 (p.166)
 13th C S
Dome-shaped House




S. Hirshen and S. van der Ryn
Fig. 4.11 (p.170)
 unkn. 1966 M
Cardboard House
P. Stutchbury and R. Smith
Fig. 4.72 (p.211)
























0 - 5 2012 S
Paper Partition Syst. No. 3
Shigeru Ban
Fig. 5.17 (p.315)
0 - 1 2008 L
Paper Partition Syst. No. 4
Shigeru Ban
Fig. 5.18 (p.315)




0 - 5 1999 M
Tensegrity dome
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.129 (p.388)




0 - 5 1994 S
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0 - 5 112 M
Dome of the Rings
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.132 (p.388)
0 - 1 2015 M
The Umbrella Shelter
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.64 (p.360)
0 - 1 2015 M
The HEX Shelter
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.72 (p.363)




0 - 5 1995 M
Wing Shelter
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.78 (p.366)
0 - 1 2015 M
SCOLP
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.18 (p.342)
0 - 1 2013 M







0 - 2 2009 M
The Tree D Papervilion
Technoledge, TU Delft
Fig. 3.50 (p.142)




0 - 1 1985 L
Houses for elderly people
Z. Bac, J. Latka
Fig. 3.60 (p.153)
0 - 20 2012 L
Bije(e)nkorf
J. Latka, J. Schoenwalder
Fig. 6.62 (p.156)




















∞  1995 L





































0 - 1 2000 XL
Nomad System Dividers
J. Salm, R. Allen
Fig. 3.29 (p.130)








0 - 5 2002 S
BIA Systeemwanden
Fig. 3.31 (p.130)












0 - 5 1972 S
 The Paperpedic Bed
Karton Group
Fig. 3.10 (p.122)








0 - 1 2010 M
Fold a profile
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.146 (p.392)








0 - 1 2008 L
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Self Shading Structure
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.135 (p.389)
0 - 1 2015 M
Waffle Dome
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.37 (p.350)
0 - 1 2013 M
Experimental Shelter
Institute of Paper Chemistry
Fig. 4.7 (p.169)






Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.139 (p.390)
0 - 1 2015 M
Outreach
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.148 (p.393)
0 - 1 2015 M
Auto-lock Box Dome
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.36 (p.348)




0 - 1 1972 M
BYOH
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.46 (p.353)
0 - 1 2015 M
Polyhedron-shaped Dome
K. Critchlow and M. Ben-Eli
Fig. 4.12 (p.170)
 unkn. 1967 M
Conci and Ayelt Dome
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 4.143 (p.391)
0 - 1 2015 M
The Profile
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.101 (p.376)








0 - 1 2016 M
Cardboard House
C. Stelt, H. Mesem, W Kahman
Fig. 6.1 (p.332)




0 - 1 2006 M
Prefabricated Shelter
H. Lee and J. Gibson
Fig. 4.14 (p.171)




0 - 1 2014 M
Cardboard Pop-Up Dome
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.14 (p.339)
0 - 1 2013 M
Packed
Tom Pawlofsky, ETH Zurich
Fig. 3.56 (p.145)














































0 - 5 2003 S
Paper Partition Syst. No. 1
Shigeru Ban
Fig. 5.15 (p.315)
0 - 1 2004 M
Paper Partition Syst. No. 2
Shigeru Ban
Fig. 5.16 (p.315)
















0 - 5 1980 M
Curved-fold Dome
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.22 (p.344)








 unkn. 1975 M
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 unkn. 1971 M
Model of Denver Museum
Libeskind Studio
3.39  (111)




∞  1998 L
Box Shelter
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.106 (p.378)












0 - 5 2014 M
TECH 02
Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 7.34 (p.444)




0 - 5 2016 L





Bucky Lab, TU Delft
Fig. 6.123 (p.385)
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